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regions was extremely beneficial.

By Jim Christopher,
Rally Sport Region
President

Zone 4 President’s Meeting
The Zone 4 President’s Meeting began Friday evening, March 19th with an informal dinner of meeting
attendees at Tony’s Packo’s. Perhaps like most of
us, my only thoughts of Tony Packo’s restaurant in
Toledo, OH were limited to M*A*S*H* reruns…. The
place has a ton of character and decent food. Consider it an upscale Leo’s Coney Island, but replace
the flair from Greek to Hungarian. I wholeheartedly
recommend the joint as a destination ride.
The business-end of the meeting convened most
of the day Saturday with all of our Zone 4 regions
represented. Ron Carr, our Zone Representative, is
passionate about the Porsche Club; for that matter,
so were all of the representatives. Ron’s presentation was excellent and quite informative – a sentiment
held by all participants. He is a great asset. Ron is
responsible for the Zone 4 website; I invite you to
visit the site – be patient as he finishes the endeavor.
You might also find interest in reading the Region
Procedures Manual for 2010. It’s not as boring as
one would think and there’s some great history and
general information about the National Organization.
You’ll find the RPM on the National website.
You know, if you come into an organization from the
“outside” – meaning not having the benefit of attending an event with a friend or an acquaintance – like
many things unfamiliar the experience could present
some level of apprehension…. Yet, again, the President’s Club meeting was another real life example of
the Porsche Club’s tag-line, “it’s not just the cars it’s
the people.”
In a word, the meeting was enthusiastic. The chemistry among the representatives was great and the
knowledge, tips and suggestions shared between the

I’ll be imparting the key points to our Board, April 6th
at our Club Meeting at Karl’s Cabin. I suspect you’ll
see a multi-region, Zone 4 event in the not too distant
future. A special thanks to Pat Jeski, our previous
RSR President, for sitting with me during the meeting. As always, his companionship and insights were
great!
Getting back to “it’s not just the cars it’s the people” a
few of the charities and worthy causes supported by
our fellow regions are the Ronald MacDonald House,
the Arthritis Foundation, the Autism society and
Porsche People for Patriots – some of the contributions are quite generous. Nothing, yet, has been determined if there will be a caravan within or between
regions making the trek to Parade. As soon as we get
information, if any, we’ll share it with the masses.
Joe Lile
Joe Lile, and his bride Suzanne, have been members
with our club since its inception. Joe has generously
given to the club as our Archivist and Historian and
was a driving instructor at DE’s. Joe is hangin’ up his
Porsche and retiring from the Club. Thanks Joe for
everything you contributed to the Club and for so long.
With Joe’s departure we will need a volunteer to fill his
role as Historian/Archivist. Please contact me if you
want to help….
Website
Our website folks have been all over our Club website – making tweaks, adding content and updating.
Thanks everyone for maintaining this essential part of
the Club.
The Obvious
As I write this article; it’s high blue and expected to
be in the low 60’s. THE TIME IS HERE. Dust off
your little beastie, make sure it’s road-worthy and go
for a ride! Remember, the Club Meeting on April 6th
at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth. Hope to see some new
faces.
Drive Safe.
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April 6 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -- 7:00 pm at Karl’s
Cabin in Plymouth

July TBD: Irish Hills Tour -- Hosted by Nancy & Karl
Schulz.

April 17 (Sat.): RSR, SEM & Motorstadt Regions Swap
Meet -- 10 AM - 2 PM - Porsche of Farmington Hills
(See ad on page 13.)

August 3 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -- 7:00 pm at
Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth

May 1 (Saturday): Tour to the Gilmore Car Museum
-- Hosted by Dianne and Michael Kimber (See ad on
page 5)

August TBD: Car Tour -- Hosted by Claire and Al Utter
August 24 (Tuesday): RSR Drivers’ Education -- Waterford Hills

May 4 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -- 7:00 pm at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

September 14 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -- 7:00 pm
at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

May 25 (Tuesday): RSR Drivers’ Education -- Waterford Hills

September 26 (Sunday): Sunday Night Cruise at
Baker’s of Milford -- Hosted by Kathy & Mike O’Rear

June 1 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -- 7:00 pm at Karl’s
Cabin in Plymouth

September 28 (Tuesday): RSR Drivers’ Education -Waterford Hills

June 12-13 (Sat.-Sun.): Drivers’ Education -- Grattan
Raceway

October 5 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -- 7:00 pm at
Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth

June 26 (Saturday): Breakfast Run -- Hosted by Jan &
Rob Potts

October TBD: Color Tour -- Hosted by Brenda & Michael Pillay and Amanda & Wayne Walter

July 13 (Tuesday): RSR Drivers’ Education -- Waterford Hills

November 2 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -- 7:00 pm at
Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

July 13 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -		 Cancelled

December 7 (Tuesday): RSR Club Meeting -- 7:00 pm at
Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth

Surrounding Area Events
April 24 (Saturday): The Devil’s in the Details -- 10:00
am - 4:00 pm -- sponsored by Munk’s Motors at Autometric Collision in Troy. (See ad on page 6.)
April 24 (Saturday): Central Pennsylvania Region PCA 34th Annual Porsche Only Swap Meet, Hersey
Pennsylvania (More info at: http://www.cpa-pca.org/
swap/index.html)
April 23-25 (Fri.-Sun.): Audi Club Drivers’ Education
-- Grattan Raceway
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April 30 - May 2 (Fri.-Sun.): Northern Ohio Region,
PCA Drivers’ Education -- Mid-Ohio
May 8 (Saturday): Munk’s DE Tech -- 10 AM - 2 PM
(See ad on page 10.)
June 20 (Sunday): Eyes on Design -- 10 AM - 4:30
PM at the Edsel & Eleanor Ford House, Grosse
Pointe Shores (See article on page 28.)
July 1-9 (Thur.-Friday): 2010 Porsche Parade, St.
Charles (near Chicago) Illinois. (See ad on page 17.)

Order Tickets Now -- Don't Wait!!
May Day Lunch and Tour of The Gilmore
Museum
When? May 1, 2010 – Begins with lunch at 11:30 am in the Blue Moon Diner.
Where? The Gilmore Car Museum is located midway between Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids,
Lansing and Battle Creek, Michigan. Just twenty minutes from either I-94 or US-131.
The address is 6865 Hickory Road, Hickory Corners, MI 49060. Plan on a 2 – 2 1/2
hour drive.
Cost? $15.50 p/p and must be paid by April 15, 2010. This fee includes lunch at the
Blue Moon Authentic 1941 diner (on the museum grounds) and admission to the Museum.
Is this a “run”? No, feel free to caravan with other members and explore your very
own route to the Museum.
Will my Porsche be safe? We have secured parking for the club, separate from public
parking.
How do I sign up? Tickets must be purchased by April 15 (TAX DAY) through Dianne
Kimber. Tickets will be sent to you by return email. Don't delay! Contact Dianne at
248 538-7711, via email at porschewife@comcast.net, or send your check to her at 7260
Kingswood Dr., Bloomfield, MI 48301.
What makes this place so special? The Gilmore Car Museum began in 1963 as the hobby
of Donald S. Gilmore when his wife, Genevieve, gave him an antique car for his birthday
—a 1920 Pierce-Arrow “project car.” With the help of some friends, the auto was placed
under a tent and a full restoration followed. The hobby soon grew into a collection of
over 30 automobiles. Mr. Gilmore purchased 90 acres of farm property and had several
historic barns dismantled piece by piece and moved to the site.
Today, the site includes eight historic barns, a re-created 1930s service station, a small
town train station, and nearly three miles of paved roads. You will find yourself reliving
memories and viewing the nearly 75 vintage pedal cars on exhibit. One of North
America's largest displays of automotive hood ornaments and name badges can also be
found in the combined collections of The Gilmore and CCCA museums.
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The 6th annual Devil’s in the Details is bigger, better, and shinier than ever!

Saturday, April 24th from 10 am to 4 pm
Hosted by Autometric Collision
1728 Maplelawn Dr. in Troy
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GoodieMichigan's
bags #1 Food
& Service
drinkCenter
 Raffles
Rated Bosch
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Current Membership 220
New Members
Sharon & Ed Wheatley
Macatawa, MI
2005 Silver 911 GT3

David & Annette Kelter
Beverly Hills, MI
2003 Metallic Midnight Blue 911
Cabrio

Member Anniversaries
Karl Schulz............................. 26
Ken Owings............................ 22
Sue Sarin .............................. 13
Jeff Layson............................. 12
Allan Rothfeder...................... 12
Nicholas Moisides.................. 11
Dinesh Telang......................... 11
Donna Wittl............................. 11
Mark Breeding........................ 10
Malcolm Stocker...................... 9

Owen Balduf............................ 7
Michael Melville....................... 5
Lori Shepard............................ 5
Tim Pott................................... 3
Shawn Bartush......................... 2
Frank Burger........................... 2
Bob Dugan.............................. 1
Elliot Forsth............................. 1
Jay Riegle............................... 1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $42 US per year. You will
receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer .
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership
chairperson, Glenn Trapp, for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact
Glenn (810-227-7854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s
Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen
PO Box 1347
Springfield, VA 22151
Please also forward your new address to the RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.
com
This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special
note of this when dealing with PCA national.
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Your Porsche has given you its best.
Now it’s time to return the favor.

Premier Porsche technician David Laing. Only at Grand Sport in Southfield.
David Laing loves Porsches like you do – and knows them
like no one else. Whether you seek performance upgrades,
repairs, or routine maintenance, David will provide your
Porsche with unmatched service and care at our state-

of-the-art Grand Sport facility in Southfield. So stop by
today for a free tour of Grand Sport and see why so many
owners of new and vintage Porsches trust only David
Laing with the care of their vehicle.

Selling and Servicing Porsche Automobiles
Grand Sport, LLC 21620 Melrose Avenue Southfield, MI 48075 Phone 248.304.9091 • Fax 248.304.9092
www.grandsport-michigan.com
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Featherbowling at the Cadieux Cafe
By Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear

In spite of the Rally Sport Region’s Featherbowling event being scheduled on Superbowl Sunday, the gathering
was a great success with about 30 people attending. We met at the historic (well perhaps not historic, but certainly old and full of character) Cadieux Cafe, in Detroit. Two hard packed clay “bowling” lanes were in constant
use for the two hours of competition. The basics of the game are simple. Each team rolls wheels (shown below) down the concave alleys, attempting to get the most wheels close to the feather. Most participants figured
out the subtleties of the technique and some close, and not so close, games ensued.
Following the competition we relaxed with cold drinks and unique bar food. This turned out to be a great way to
get together when our favorite cars are in storage. Perhaps a second Annual Featherbowling event next year?

Lynda Mammel (on
right) showed great
form.
Arnie Spieker (bowling at
left) had a natural talent for
Featherbowling as evidenced
by the the three wheel grouping
above.
Dan and Mary Ann Kantrow (RSR
Secretary) join Sue Sarin for a post
game meal.

Photos by Stewart Free &
Mike O’Rear

Claire Utter (above) launches a long
slow roller while Michael Kimber
escorts it to the feather.

Update Your E-mail Address
Increasingly the Rally Sport Region uses e-mail to remind
members of upcoming events and, on occasion, announce last minute
changes or additions to the social calendar. We need your accurate
address.
To add or update your e-mail address go to pca.org and click on “Members” then click
on “Member Record” and follow the simple instructions.
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Engine Rebuild at Grand Sport
By RSR Member Stewart Free

On February 13 about a dozen people converged on Grand Sport in Southfield for their third Technical Session. The first session covered 3.0L engine disassembly while the second and third sessions dealt with the
engine reassembly. Certified Master Technician, David Laing began this discussion with the connecting rods
already attached to the crank shaft and the engine cases bolted together. In addition to answering everyone’s
questions, David also discussed fasteners, lubrication systems, seals, fuel and ignition systems, and methods to
increase horsepower.
Grand Sport had a fine assortment of used cars for sale ranging from a ‘32 Ford Duece Roadster, to a ‘49
Chrysler, to a ‘85 Targa, and an ‘06 Carrera 4S. They also had a tube frame 1959 356A Roadster by Intermeccanica. We learned that Grand Sport is now the only RUF distributor in the US. There was a nice Anniversary
Edition with 400 hp on display.
Thanks go to Grand Sport for again sharing their facility, providing refreshments, and allowing Dave to share his
expertise.
David Laing explaining the fine
points of engine
assembly.

The 911 Targa
to which the
freshened engine
will return.

Photos by Stewart Free

Each issue of the Bahn Stormer costs your club about $2.25 to produce and mail
to your home. The on-line version, on the other hand, costs the club nothing,
nada, zip, zilch!! And... it is in glorious color and normally available several days
earlier than the printed version.
Please help us save money and save a tree in the process. If you are willing to
forgo your paper edition of the Bahn Stormer notify Membership Chairperson,
Glenn Trapp (gtrapper@gmail.com). We will make sure you know as soon as the
next issue of the Bahn Stormer is available on-line.
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C a rlyle
Bar & Grill

Contemporary American Cuisine
3660 Jackson Road, Ann Arbor • 734.213. 9800
(In front of Quality 16 Movie Theatre )

◆

FEATURING CLASSIC & CREATIVE DISHES
FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN
2900 S. State Street, Ann Arbor (Located in the Concord Center)
734.332.9700 • www.mediterrano.com

◆

La Piazza
’

BY

Two beautifully appointed private rooms perfect for business meetings,
weddings & rehearsal dinners, engagement celebrations, graduations,
bar mitzvahs, baptismals, birthday parties & other events.
For booking your occasion, call 734.332.9700
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Porsche Club of America
Multi-Region Swap Meet

Presented by the

RSR, SEM & Motorstadt Regions
Featuring the 356 Motor Cities Gruppe
All Zone 4 Regions have been invited, including:
Western Michigan, Michiana, and Maumee Valley

Hosted by
Porsche of Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48335

Saturday 17 April 2010
10:00 am – 2:00 pm
This event will be inside, so come rain or shine!
For tables contact Dave Burton: 248 • 882 • 0231
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Why Biology and Sex Is The Future Of Automotive Design -Is that a Porsche in Your Pocket?
By Diego Rodrigues, Correspondent AOL Autos -- Reprinted From AOL Autos

When I was a grad student at the alma mater of 30
Rock’s Jack Donaghy, I suffered the ignominy of a ride
that paled in comparison with those of my classmates.
While their parking spots boasted Range Bruiser
Nantucketmobiles, a Ford Taurus with dead paint
and a broken radio sullied mine. A decade later, I still
remember the sour sense of deflation I felt as I hurried
from that garage to class, pondering not my upcoming case discussion, but rather how crappy my whip
looked next to that tasty Aston Martin DB5...
Shallow? Perhaps. But, as it turns out, my response
was not just the result of social conditioning – it was
driven by a hard-wired biological mechanism. And
so in biology, I reckon, lies the future of automotive
design.
Consuming conspicuously
Scientists have spent over a hundred years formulating theories to explain the existence of Aston Martins.
In 1899, the economist Thorstein Veblen published
his seminal work The Theory of the Leisure Class,
in which he postulated that we buy expensive things
not so much for their inherent qualities, but for the
attention we receive as we experience said object. He
predicted the rise of modern image-driven marketing,
which accords value to things exactly because they
are expensive and seemingly exclusive – the reason
why people pay a premium for a Lexus RX over its
mechanical twin the Toyota Highlander. In Veblen’s
worldview, Aston Martins exist because of how they
make other people feel, ejector seats or no.
Veblen, it should be noted, was living in a nascent
culture of conspicuous automotive consumption not so
far from that of 2010 Los Angeles: even back in 1899,
fellas were spending bags of money to go really fast in
pointless ways. The fastest car in the world in Veblen’s
time? A magnesium-bodied electric screamer called
La Jamais Contente. That electric Tesla roadster you
bought to get the chicks? It’s so 1899, man.
At the root of the drive for conspicuous consumption
is a phenomenon known as lekking. A lek is an arena
where animals engage in sexual signaling in order
to attract mates. Think of a studly tiger preening at

a watering hole rife with hot tigresses, or Travolta at
a disco. Lekking, as one might surmise, works best
when you’re the most macho thing at the lek, surrounded by adoring groupies. Automotive designers
get this instinctively. As Harm Lagaay, leader of the
design team which brought us the final air-cooled
Porsche 911, once remarked, “...it is all about emotion. If it doesn’t stir anything inside you, inspire you,
then it isn’t a Porsche.” Sports cars are designed with
an eye toward the lekking scene. So, if you park your
lame Taurus by an Aston and there’s no one around to
see you, do you still feel like a loser? Let’s see what
science tells us.
The Scientific Method
As a matter of fact, Veblen was only partially right.
Via some elegant experimentation, researchers Gad
Saad and John Vongas of Concordia University have
uncovered a biological response to fast cars that compliments, if not replaces, Veblen’s theory of conspicuous consumption. According to their research, driving
a cool car such as a Porsche actually does raise one’s
level of sexual potency; there’s something visceral
happening that goes beyond the reactions of bystanders.
To assess the pulling power of a hot Porsche in the
lek, Saad and Vongas had 39 male college students
drive two different cars for an hour each, first in
crowded city (lek) and then in open highway (nonlek) environments. The cars? One was a clapped-out
1990 Camry wagon with almost 200,000 miles on the
clock. The other was a 2006 Porsche 911 Carrera 4S
Cabriolet. During their drives in each car, drivers had
saliva samples taken to evaluate changes in testosterone levels while in the lek (city driving with lots of
witnesses) and out of the lek (on the highway, with
nobody there to witness their driving). To eliminate
testosterone level variations due to individuals slaking
their need for speed, each student promised not to
burst posted speed limits.
The results? Interestingly counter-Veblen. Surprising,
the shame of driving a Camry wagon across the lek in
before crowds of potential mates did not significantly
(Continued on Page 30)
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E-Mail: tcpott@gmail.com
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The Rest of the Story
By Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear

People who actually read the Bahn Stormer will recall
the Editor’s apparent fascination with a bedraggled
looking 356 coupe that is a daily driver for some
San Clemente surfing dude. You have to admit -- in
a world full of perfectly restored, and really clean
“drivers,” this 356 is unique. It doesn’t sit in a barn or
weeds rusting away, it gets driven regularly.

providing more detail on Porsches wearing the skull
and cross bones over the Porsche crest. Turn to page
25 for the full story.

This year the car was on the street and looking no
worse for the year’s wear -- although looking no better
either.
Having shared these pictures with 356 savant and
RSR member Sebastian Gaeta he immediately suggested that the car either belongs to or is serviced by
Jack Scaggs. Furthermore, Sebastian provided a link
to a San Clemente Times (weekly newspaper) article

Photos by Mike O’Rear

Start Packing!
The 2010 Porsche Parade
St. Charles, Illinois · July 3-9, 2010
PCA’s National Convention offers:
Autocross · Concours · Rally
Driving Tours · Tech Sessions
Social Events · and more!

Explore the beautiful Fox River Valley

and nearby Chicago-area attractions.
Learn more and
register at
parade2010.pca.org
Registration closes
June 20, 2010
so start planning now!

Let’s stay coordinated -- contact Nancy Schulz (nkschulz@gmail.com) or
Dianne Kimber (porschewife@comcast.net) if you have a group travelling to St. Charles.
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Cable Shift Cars

Jeff Jones has 30 years of automotive experience, predominantly Porsche since
1984. He was awarded Master Porsche Tech by Porsche A.G. in 1986. He has
owned and operated Automotive Techniques since 1988. He has a unique and
knowledgeable perspective and approach to each car on an individual basis and
the customer’s desire.
248 615-8964
Alphatango911@hotmail.com
www.automotivetechniques.net
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E-Watch -- Porsche Items Bought and Sold
By RSR Member Sebastian Gaeta

What is an enthusiast to do when their car is “finished”
and ends up just the way they envisioned it would be?
Well, they’ve got to find other things to spend their
money on, that’s what! This is a phenomenon that first
surfaced in the 356 specific hobby. The typical 356
owner liked to keep their car in a strictly stock configuration, being careful not to deviate from the way they
believed it left Werk 1. Slowly over time it became
okay to add a luggage rack, then a wooden steering
wheel, and perhaps chrome wheels; all items that
were available back then but were not standard by
any means. After that...hmmm….what can I spend my
money on now? How about models!
This is the only good reason I can think of why models
would become so popular. This practice has now
spread across the entire Porsche hobby as nearly
half of the “Porsche” auctions on eBay are for models.
Here are some high end examples:
917 Model Collection
Bids: 1 Sold for $149.99
A well known model and
poster seller out of Florida
put this collection together
of six significant 917’s
in 1/43 scale: 1970 Lemans winner #23, 1971 24hrs
of Daytona #1, 1971 Monza, Martini #2, 1971 917K
Martini 24hrs Lemans Winner #3, 1970 & 1971 6hrs
Watkins Glen #22 & #35. Quite an impressive cast of
characters at quite an impressive price--for the buyer.
These models sell for as much as $50 a piece, so the
seller must be making up the difference on volume!
Porsche Roadster #001
Bids: 17 Sold for $540
Here is a very rare
Minichamps 1/43 scale
Roadster #001 in white
metal. An unbuilt kit, the
seller opened it when new to inspect it. Sold complete

with all parts, transfers and
instructions in its original box.
Three different bidders battled
it out through seventeen bids to
get this for their collection. Looking at the pictures I can see why.
It is actually more correct than
what is sitting in the museum in
Zuffenhausen right now. That is
another story for another day;
let’s move on.
Radio Controlled Turbo RSR 934 30th Anniversary
1976-2006
Bids: 1 Buy it Now
$649.99
Is this a lot of money for a
model? Well, yes and no.
It is radio controlled after
all, and it is a commemorative model recognizing Tamiya’s amazing foray into
the RC model market, not to mention that the box is
still sealed. Nonetheless, is this just too darn much for
a model?
See below.
Radio Controlled Turbo RSR 934 (The Original!)
Bids: 14 Sold for $960
I’ll let the seller describe
this piece: “Very Rare
Tamiya 1/12 radio controlled plastic model kit of
the Porsche Turbo RSR
934. This is the original 1976 issue kit #RA-1201 with
metal chassis, coil spring rear suspension, gear driven
with differential. In 1976, Tamiya first stormed on to
the R/C car scene with the 1/12 scale Porsche 934. In
releasing the 934 as an R/C kit, Tamiya created a tem(Continued on Page 24)
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Artwork by Karl Schulz
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Recently I had a long conversation with my good buddy
Heath Hurlbert about new Porsches. Heath and I both have
owned Porsches since 1970. Back in the early days the debate was between the four speed, the five speed or the four
speed Sportomatic trans. If you know what a Sportomatic
is you are old school. It actually was a standard four speed
gear box with a torque converter and a clutch engaged by an
electric switch under the gear lever that actuated a hydraulic
clutch arm. There were only two pedals on the floor. Pressure from your hand on the shift lever dis-engaged the clutch
between gear changes but you had to manually select each
gear. My sister’s VW Beetle had the same system and I
remember it was a novelty to drive but even slower than the
standard car.
Heath recently drove a Boxster with the PDK and it brought
back all of those old debates. The new PDK is a radical departure from the Sportomatic. We could both agree that the
PDK would seem to be the hot set-up for an autocross where
you could easily left foot brake in the corners. We also used
to think the Sportomatic would have the same advantage
but never saw driven one on the track. In fact we only knew
one guy, Tom Gahman that owned one. I actually have
track experience with an automatic Porsche. Al Wright and
I raced the One Lap of America in his Cayman which only
comes in a full automatic with a button system to manually
override shifts. In truth the override offered no performance
advantage and it was far overshadowed by the disadvantage
of an aggressive active handling computer that shut down
the engine at the slightest sign of spirited driving. I’ve also
driven an Aston Martin DB8 and DB9 at Gingerman Raceway
with their paddle shift automatic and felt that it detracted from
the driving experience rather than enhanced it even though
left foot braking was much appreciated in such a heavy car.
The curious thing is that all of the high performance sports
car manufacturers have gone the route of automatic trans for
their top of the line cars. The Nissan GTR and Ferrari Italia
can’t even be bought in manual trans version. The rest are
rushing to develop their own PDK and the new buyers are
paying the price of design flaws in these incredibly complex
trans internals and electro mechanical shift linkages. When
they operate well they easily outperform anything that the
most skilled manual shift driver could achieve. In fact, from
owners I have talked to, these cars are so good that the
owners use the paddle shifters at first but soon abandon the
whole process to the computer to let it make the shift decisions for them. Indeed, recent consumer studies show that
young people almost never receive instruction in driving a
manual trans. The X factor in this debate is that it is virtually
impossible to talk on a cell phone and drive a stick shift.
Normally I am always supportive of new technology and any
feature that gives me a higher performance potential. But I

may draw the line with these new automatic trans. One of
the driving sensations I relish the most is the smooth shifting
of a manual trans and the skill of select the correct gear for
the situation. To me it is one of the few driving skills that
can differentiate the skill of the driver. Correctly done it can
give a performance advantage of one driver over another.
It is ironic that the manual shift driver tries to emulate the
performance of a good automatic and the designers of the
new PDK seek to emulate the performance of a good driver
of a manual trans. Heath and I both concluded that the only
Porsche we want is the classic manual trans. I love my old
1972 and after driving Heath’s new 997 I have to say that
they have reached the pinnacle of manual shift technology
and those that choose the PDK over the manual are missing
out on “Excellence By Design”. The reality is that consumer
demand drives marketing strategy and there is more demand
for even high performance sports cars to have an automatic
trans.
Until my pen kicks in again, so long for now,
Tom

INSURANCE
“SPRING TUNE UP”

By Al Gaulin RSR Insurance Chairperson

This is a reminder that with the up-coming 2010
series of track events, it is time to review your
insurance coverage. This past fall one of our
members had a serious accident which totaled his
beloved 911. Upon checking with his Insurer it was
discovered that the Carrier put the words “On a
race track” in their policy that excluded coverage.
Fortunately, his agent failed to notify him of the
change and the company covered the vehicle. Every member who chooses to drive his or her car on
the track, even in a D.E. event, should contact their
agent and verify their coverage. Some companies
specialize in On-Track insurance and a few will
cover you within a normal policy.
I wholeheartedly recommend that if you intend
to participate in track events then you need
to get a “Spring Tune-up” on your insurance
coverage.
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ICE RACING RETURNS TO ST. MALO
By RSR-PCA Member David Grant

(Editor’s Note: You may be interested to know that
Rally Sport Region has a member in Winnipeg, Manitoba... and he is a Porsche and car enthusiast of the
first rank. David once worked in Royal Oak, and at
Detroit’s Stroh Brewery (when there was one on Gratiot). He was an avid autocrosser in the Detroit area
in the 60s and 70s. He was a member of Southeast
Michigan Region and then of Rally Sport Region, before helping to set-up a new PCA Region in Winnipeg.
David authors/edits a newsletter, THE ENTHUSIAST.
Recent issues can be found at https://drop.io/Enthusiast2009October636/login (the secret log-in password
is “F&C”. The folks in Winnipeg don’t let the winter
cold get in the way of their car passion. Here is a
recent article from David’s newsletter.)
Manitoba’s premier winter festival celebrates the
French who settled here more than 200 years ago.
While most events take place in St. Boniface, just
east of the city’s core, there are ‘satellite’ celebrations about 80 km further south in St. Malo, another
community with French
roots. St. Malo is
blessed with a lovely
provincial park and a
mid-sized lake. This
is used all winter for
ice-fishing, tobogganing, hiking and skating. On ‘Festivale’
weekend, the volunteers (Scott M and
A bison carved from snow
Pete Z) who plow our
looks out over the skating
ice race tracks make a
maze. Snowmobiles were
bigger than usual track,
parked here and zooming
plus various skating
everywhere!
venues. When they
are done, there are iceroads to each venue on the lake, and skating areas.
In the lead-up to the Festivale, our liaison, Hamish D,
offered fund raising raffle tickets to WSCC members a
couple of months earlier. Hamish also organized track
time on the day before race day, February 13. That
made the club a few dollars more.
Race day was crisp and sunny, with a –20C, 30 kph
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breeze in the morning,
rising to –8C by afternoon. Of 15 or so race
cars, 12 started most
races. Not a historic high,
but enough to entertain
spectators and volunteers
alike. We had a race
car from Alberta, and a
Above is Jordan’s
spectator from the south,
2-racecar trailer. The
an American who has now
clear plastic wall keeps
visited over a hundred
in the heat but lets in
motor race venues.
the sunshine and visiRaces in 2010 were to
tors. It is a great place
be 15 minutes plus one
for morning meetings
lap. In previous events,
on a windy day!
any black flag-all interruptions came out of that 15
minutes. The schedule stayed intact, but racers got
some short races as a result. For St. Malo, a change
came out of the morning driver’s meeting: the clock
would stop for all interruptions. The first race started
with 12 cars, but one needed towing on the second
lap. With a 7 minute break to clean up, this became
a 23 minute event. The second race went flawlessly,
and we were off to the Chicken Chef Restaurant for
lunch. We always hope to arrive before the flood of
churchgoers arrive. This year we made it, but our 20+
volunteers quickly emptied the buffet table… those in
line had faith that more food would arrive, but…
We had fried chicken, fries, gravy, coleslaw and so on,
but the soups were an unexpected surprise. The 75
minute lunch break was lots for everyone. Vicki and
I were the last to leave the building. We passed Dino
(pulled over for a phone call… safety first!). At the
Park entrance, Vicki and I stopped. A lady who was
volunteering at one of the other events had turned
toward the parking lot. The real entrance was further
down the road. She had followed the path used by
snowmobiles, and her little Chrysler did not get far
in the foot-deep crunchy snow. We had some steel
traction plates, but did not need them, as Dino came
along with his heavy Jeep and tow strap. I drove
her car, while Dino pulled back, and the car was out
neatly in about a minute. She was grateful.

The inner city youth team,
(at right) changes tires.
They raced on snow tires,
but are changing to studded
ones for the lapping afterward. Even heavily studded
tires do not prevent driving

was not until we arrived
back in St Malo that we
realized that it was the
raffle ticket Vicki bought
months ago which won!

errors. The 16 car (at
left) waits to be towed
off a snow bank. Note
how tough the snow is!
POINTS: In previous
years, Al M. dominated
the rubber to ice class.
His modified 70’s Civic seemed unbeatable. For
2010, Al brought out a pair of mechanically stock, later
Civics. He drives one and Jim W or Pete L. drive the
other. As a result, the points lead has been all over
the place. Jordan’s Dad and Scott have been sharing
the old #11 Suzuki, and were in the lead for a while.
Now the 77 car is several points ahead. Expect the
points lead to change at Portage la Prairie in 2 weeks!
Our Alberta visitors get
ready for the trip home
(at right). Most ice
racecars either hide in
enclosed trailers, or are
exposed on open ones.
This heavy red tarp is
tight enough to minimize
flapping. With it in place, the car will not be covered in
ice when it arrives after a bad trip.
THE DAY AFTER ...
The morning after the
races, we got a call from
St. Malo. Vicki had won
the second prize in the
raffle. It was a big 4
burner BBQ with a side
burner, and a stack of St.
Malo Chamber-bucks.
Vicki was thrilled, but we
remained puzzled. We
had not been a part of the
main part of the Festivale,
and thought the draw
had been part of that. It

David and Vicki (in black)
share the moment with
Suzie, St. Malo’s organizer of the Friends of the
Park Raffle.

Vicki says she will be
bringing this new BBQ
to the toboggan party
on the 20th. So much
for cooking hotdogs
over a small wood fire
in a snowy firepit! Leaving the park, at right.

David’s 944 dragging home
the prize. The car is obviously not a garage queen that is
spared the winter roads.

EVOLUTION IN MANITOBA ICE RACING
For many years, ice racing here was fairly evenly split
between teams running ‘snow tires’ called rubber-toice, and tires with big studs/ bolts/ whatever to give
really good traction on the ice. Not only did this provide 2 kinds of fan excitement, but it also had effects
on the racing venues. The studded cars tend to have
much more power. They tend to cut deep grooves in
the ice, in and after each turn. After a day of racing, the grooves get so deep (8” or 20 cm!) that most
cars have to avoid them. The track has to be plowed
around the grooves
if it is to be reused
at all. When there
are fewer studded cars, the track
gets torn up less.
When there are no
studded cars, as
we have found out
in 2010, the rubber to ice cars have problems getting traction. Of course the day without studded cars
(Jan.16) was also a warm one. This meant that the
ice was at its slipperiest.
If ice racing were to continue without a full group of
studded cars, it could take one of a few forms. If all
the ‘rubber-cars’ were to use street studs, little 2mm
tall carbide inserts, costs would stay low, and the cars
would accommodate snow buildup and bare ice decently, much like the ‘street-studs’ do on my everyday
car.
The other advantage of having very little ice ‘wear’ is
that we can consider re-using tracks. The cost of plowing is
(Continued on Page 24)
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(E-Watch -- Continued From Page 19)

plate for many R/C models to follow and triggers the
R/C car model boom. This kit is complete. Cardboard
box is in good condition with no dents or creases.”
This model madness reminds me of a fellow 356
enthusiast’s tagline on the Registry forum: “Protect me
from what I want!”
Here’s a neat story. A local VW enthusiast was scanning Craigslist in March and found this tool cart 5
miles from his home in Novi:
Vintage Hazet Assistant Collapsible Tool Cart
Phone call: 1 Paid $75
This could be the find of the year.
Original Assistants are quite hard
to find and are never this cheap.
The current Hazet cart can be
purchased online for about $550,
but these vintage carts usually
bring twice that amount. Here is
the story from the buyer:
“The gentleman I bought it from
had the tool box given to him by
his father about 10 years ago
in Germany. He brought it with
him when he came to the states
3 years ago. He said his father,
who had only owned it for about
a year before he gave it to him,
worked at a non-automotive machine building shop in Germany.
They were throwing it out but decided to sell it instead.
Imagine that! I was hoping there was a richer history
than that but all that matters is that it didn’t end up in
the dumpster. By the way, he had a 911 under cover in
the garage.”
Original Rubber Floor
Mats 911-912 1965-1968
Bids: 5 Sold for $91
This was a terrific find for
a nice driver SWB 911/912
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as the Stoddard reproduction mats retail for $595.
Not perfect but in very serviceable condition, I believe
the cost savings here along with the bragging rights
for having original mats in your early car made this a
great deal.
New Bosch Fuel Injectors, 1973-74 Porsche 914
2.0 (Kind of)
Bids: 19 Sold for $365
4 brand new BOSCH Fuel
Injectors for a 1973-74
Porsche 914 2.0 and 197273 Renault R17. In order
for these injectors to be
used on the Porsche 914 one would need to cut off
the crimped on fuel line elbow and install the newer/
safer updated rubber elbow and install it pointing
upwards.
Close enough? You bet; just ask any 914 purist and
they’ll tell you that is just fine and dandy as the D-Jet
injectors are not currently available, and when they
are they are quite a bit more expensive for the set. A
few snips here and there, a couple of “adjustments”
and your Teener is good to go.
(Ice Racing -- Continued From Page 23)
the biggest single expense ice racing has. The snow on a
lake can be very tough to get through. Without an optimum
level of good equipment, skill and time, the plow can get
even more expensive. If we knew that ice wear would be
minimal all season, we could hold our whole series on one
pond. This could cut our plow cost by 70%, depending
on how much drifts in and gets hardened by temperature
swings. For 2010, I believe that using the same track has
several big advantages.. Everyone (fans and amateurs) will
know when and where the next race is. Every 2 weeks,
same place. With a city pond, the spectator view is both
great and safe from the rim. Keeping the venue close to
the city will give us maximum spectator numbers. It will
maximize attendance at our amateur level events, such as
ice rallycross. These events allow entrants to go on the ice
in their owns cars. To keep these safe, we have markers to
slow cars before the tightest hairpin turns, and a period of
training so drivers can gradually get up to speed. Rallycross
tends to be big or very small. It is more fun big, plus it helps
pay the plow cost if enough cars take part.

The Rest of the Story -- From the San Clemente Times
As Found By RSR-PCA Member Sebastian Gaeta

(Editor’s Note: The following article, written by Lacey
Nadeau, appeared in the San Clemente Times, July3-9th,
2008 edition. It is reprinted with the permission of the San
Clemente Times.)
When the first Porsches—they’re called 356s—were built
starting in 1948, people who were buying them were mostly
doctors, engineers and the like. But there was another sort of
356 fanatic, and today they’re aging hippies.
“We didn’t quite fit into that type of mold, I guess,” says Jack
Staggs, standing in his two-car-garage shop off Calle Valle
in the San Clemente Industrial Park. There’s no sign that
says “Jack Staggs’ Vintage Specialist.” Just a blue umbrella
and a couple of foreign cars being worked on. A flag hanging
from the ceiling looks like an ordinary skulls-and-crossbones
image. On closer inspection, it’s obviously a homemade
interpretation of the Porsche emblem. “We’re a little bit on the
outlaw side,” says Staggs.
It feels like any other independent mechanic’s shop, except
for the telltale signs of a beach-town business: surfboards
and bodyboards hang from the ceiling. But to any 356 enthusiast, this shop is more than just a mechanic’s. It’s home
to one of the 356 world’s Einsteins: Staggs is something of
a legend—much like the little old Porsches he works on, the
ones that haven’t been made since 1965. His customers,
friends and colleagues speak of him like a prophet, a healer:
“People bring their cars down here just so Jack can touch
them,” “Jack’s my answer-man” or “he’s a genius in his field.”
Staggs is a long-time San Clemente resident; he graduated
from San Clemente High School in 1969. He got his first paid
gig when he was 15: an engine overhaul on his uncle’s ’63
Volkswagen Bug. And he’s been building, fixing and restoring
cars ever since. He specializes in 356s and spends his work
time on little else. He’s got about 250 customers.
Rick Vanarsdale comes to Staggs’ shop for the mechanical
expertise, but also the friendship. And the beer. “There’s
always cold beer here,” says Vanarsdale, who passes a
polished bumper on the ground on the way to the fridge.
“Get me one,” Staggs calls after him from the garage, where
cigarettes are shared as easily as mechanical advice. Staggs
keeps everything—every bolt, steering wheel and tail light.
Oil filters and other parts hang from the ceiling because “you
never know when you’re going to need something,” and
“they’re not making new parts anymore.”
Vanarsdale watches Staggs as he roams his shop looking for
answers to his current problems—a noisy car he’s silencing
for his neighbor, or the 356 he’s restoring for Gary Wright,
owner of Killer Dana Surf Shop. The car was Wright’s wife’s
first ride, a gift from her dad when she was in high school.
“When Jack’s done with it, it’s going to run like a brand-new

car,” says Vanarsdale.
And that’s the goal, says Kerry Sink, a who has worked with
Staggs at the garage for years. There are a lot of vintagecar restorers out there, but the objective at Staggs’ is to let
people enjoy their vehicles on the road—even on a daily
basis. About 20 of their customers use their 356s as their
primary mode of transportation, putting 15,000 miles a year
or more on the cars. About 25 of their customers are original
owners of their Porsches.
“These are their babies,” says Staggs, explaining the responsibility he feels and the care he gives each car. Because the
value of these cars has gone up, the level of restoration has
followed—it’s not rare anymore for an owner to drop $30,000
to beautify his 356—and Staggs rises to the challenge.
Competitions around the world are held for 356 owners to
showcase the condition, cleanliness and authenticity of their
cars, and one of the premier shows is in Dana Point each
July. The Concours D’Elegance is put on by the Porsche 356
Club, the largest regional group of 356 owners and admirers.
Staggs, a former club board member and magazine editor,
often judges at the show.
“Jack’s a treasure to the local 356 community,” says Pete
McNulty, Porsche 356 Club director and Concours chairman. Even though Staggs is running a business and trying
to make a profit, says McNulty, he doesn’t always act like it.
“His motivation seems to be a passion for the cars.”
In the shop, on the wall next to worn and faded parts
catalogues and maintenance manuals, is the original lease
agreement for the garage. Staggs signed a $70 a month
agreement May 11, 1973. He celebrated the shop’s 35-year
anniversary a couple months ago. The price of rent has risen,
but it’s still month-to-month, “in case anything happens.” But
his customers and friends know where to find Staggs. Even
those who don’t know of his shop find him sooner or later.
“Every once in a while, I’ll see a guy whose car we don’t work
on,” says Staggs. “But he eventually ends up here.”

Jack Scaggs
and his shop..
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Porsche Club of America

Rally Sport Region -- Club Meeting
Tuesday, March 2, 2010
Rick Mammel called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor.
Jim Christopher: President........................................Absent
Owen Balduf...............................................................Absent
Jack Dunlap...............................................................Present
Dave Finch................................................................Present
Dan Gaulin:................................................................Absent

Christian Maloof: Track Chairman............................Present
Rick Mammel: Vice-President..................................Present
Leonard Murz: Advertising.........................................Absent
Mike O’Rear: Editor....................................................Absent

Members & Visitors Present: Norah and Dave
Cooper, Vigen and Rosemary Darian, Jim Dowty, Emmanuel Garcia – Webmaster, James Lang, Burghard
Linn – Treasurer, Matt Huber, Russ Hughes, Lynda
Mammel, Jennifer McNalley - Registrar, Tim Potts,
Valerie Roedenbeck, and Pete Stanger.

in April however there are weather concerns. Need to
look at something later in the year.

Meeting Minutes: February minutes were reviewed.
Approval postponed until the next meeting.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn reviewed the
January and February Reports. Approval postponed
until the next meeting.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available
to any RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to
Burghard Linn (burghard.linn@gmail.com).
Insurance: No events planned that require insurance.
Goody Store Report: No report

Matt Huber is planning an overnight event to the
Toronto area. September 11 is tentatively scheduled.
The event would start from Port Huron Saturday
morning and end up at Legendary Motorcar. Sunday
events are still undefined.
Meeting adjourned: 8:09 pm. Minutes taken by: Mary
Ann Kantrow

Notice the name change from Board Meetings
to Club Meetings. This reflects an invitation
to members to come and enjoy the camaraderie of fellow Porsche fans. Meetings include
a little business and a lot of fun.

Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: No report
Track Report: Jennifer McNalley is now the track
registrar. She is working on getting the on-line registration set up for March.
Newsletter: No report.
Miscellaneous: New business tabled until the next
meeting.
Web Site: Emmanuel Garcia present but no report.
Events Committee: Dave Grant wishes to organize a
time speed rally for the club. He is proposing an event

You Can Help In Haiti
Past RSR Club President, Pat Jeski has been
deeply involved and committed to Project Rennwish
in Haiti. You may recall Pat’s Bahn Stormer articles
on his travels to Haiti and the mission of this charity.
Project Rennwish is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation dedicated to changing the lives of children and
families in need by providing food, shelter, clothing,
education, and medical assistance. If you would
like to add your support to this worthwhile cause
go www.rennwish.org/ and click on “How to help
today...”
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23rd Annual

Automotive Design Show
2010 Theme: The Evolution of Design

The annual EyesOn Design car show is a celebration of superior design, style and innovation throughout
automotive history. The vehicle selection committee invites only the best representative designs that fit
the show’s theme for the year. This year we are showcasing the automotive designers art by displaying
original sketches and early renderings alongside the finished product—the evolving vision that became
the car that was engineered, produced and sold to the public.
I need your help to fill the “Evolution of the Porsche 911 Sports Car” category. I broke down the Porsche
Type 911 to roughly 10 generations. I would like to invite a nice example of each generation to the show.
Please take a look at the preliminary list below and let me know if you can help find some of the models.
If you have suggestions, feel free to forward those to me as well.
First generation, 1965 to 1969, Type 901 Series O, A & B
Second generation, 1970 to 1971, Series C & D
Third generation, 1972 to 1973, Series E & F
Fourth generation, 1974 to 1977 Series G, H, I & J
Fifth generation, 1978 to 1983
Sixth generation, 1984 to 1989
Seventh generation, 1990 to 1994, Type 964
Eighth generation, 1995 to 1998, Type 993
Ninth generation, 1999 to 2003, Type 996
Tenth generation, 2004 to present, Type 997
Separately, I would also like to invite 4 or 5 distinct generations of the Turbo model.
If you can help, please contact me at horst001@gmail.com or call my office at 586.991.2455
Thanks in advance for your time and consideration,
Horst Reinhardt Jr
Vehicle Selection Committee
Presented by the Detroit Institute of Ophthalmology (DIO), the annual EyesOn Design Automotive Design
show is held each June to honor and celebrate the past, present and future of great automotive design. In
addition to recognizing major aesthetic achievement in the automotive industry, funds raised by the
EyesOn Design events support the DIO's mission to assist and educate the visually impaired, help
preserve vision by public and professional education and support research related to the eye.
Father’s Day Sunday
th
June 20 , 2010
10:00 am to 4:30 pm
Edsel & Eleanor Ford House
1100 Lake Shore Road
Grosse Pointe Shores, MI 48236
www.eyesondesigncarshow.com
2010 Honorary Chairman
Mr. Bill Warner
Founder & Co-Chairman,
The Amelia Island Concours d’Elegance
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CARS FOR SALE
2007 997 GT3:
4,500 miles.
WPOAC29977S792204.
White/black full leather,
GPS, PCCB brakes ,sports
chrono, bi-xenon headlamps, roll bar, GT3 seats,
Schroth 6 point harnesses.
$109,000. Tom Green, 3404
Oak Park Drive, Saline, MI 48176. Work 734-429-5958. Cell
734-417-0030 (10/09)
1991 Carrera C4 Cabriolet :

Black with black interior, 43,855 miles, 5-speed. This is a
pristine example of a low mileage Porsche. All original, except for the wheels and suspension, which have been
tastefully upgraded. There is absolutely no damage, dings,
dents or stone chips anywhere on this vehicle. The interior is
equally as impressive. Asking $27,000 OBO. Please contact
Justin at 734-844-7352 or Email@jcialella@hotmail.com
(07/09)
PARTS FOR SALE
84-89 911 Roll-bar: Fits 911 Coupe or 911 Cabriolet, requires no cutting, no drilling, no additional holes or any other
modifications to the interior, upholstery or body of the car.
Harness bar height follows NHRA guidelines and bar meets
PCA & SCCA specs. Go to http://www.doughertyautomotive.com/data/e911bar.html for additional info. Used for a
few drivers ed classes. New condition. $840 new. $ 500 or
best offer. Contact Greg Hughes at 810-569-3959 or e-mail
ghughes@chartermi.net (04/10)
Track Seats/Harnesses/Hardware: 1 Pair new GT3 brake
ducts, fit 968/7/996/7 P/N 997.341.483.92. $30 for both.
Brey-Kraus bolt-in harness bar for 996/7 cabs or coupes. P/N
R-1029 with all hardware. $450. 1 pair Harnesses Schroth 6
pt red wide (non-HANS). $250. Reasonable offers accepted, humorous offers entertained. Contact Mike at mcnalley.
mike@gmail.com or 248.982.2175 (03/10)
Winter Tires: 2 Michelin Alpin. Used for a half a season, the
tread depth is 7 mm or 8/32 inches. Size: 255/40R18 N1

$200.00 for the set. Jennifer McNalley 248-344-7874 or
jldmcnall@gmail.com (03/10)
Turbo Wheels: Like new from my 2007 911 Turbo (977
series), 19”, Forged Alloy, 8.5” front and 11” rear. They
have 2000 miles on them. $1200 or best offer by April 1.
Please contact Ted Blacklidge, Cell: 616-635-7997, or email
Sgrafex@Chartermi.net (03/10)
198x Porsche Cab or Coupe Covercraft Noah custom car
cover. Standard body, no tail. Like new and used indoors
for winter storage only. No tears or holes or mods. Only
replaced because we added a spoiler to our 1986 this year.
$100. Jdesorme@umich.edu. 313-231-7639 (12/09)
Boxter/911/Cayenne Wheels & Tires: Qty.2: 996 362 126
05 8.5 x 17 ET50 with Dunlop SP Winter Sport 225 45
R17. Qty 2: 996 362 124 00 7 x 17 ET55 with Dunlop
SP Winter sport 205 50 R17. These tires and wheels are
new. They fit 97 -04 Boxster, 98 – 05 911’s. $1,800. These
wheels without tires…..$1,600. set. Above wheels with used
Dunlop SP Winter sports tires (great tread)….$1,400. 16”
996 OEM wheels with Dunlop SP Winter Sports for 97 –
04 Boxster….$1,200. 18” 997 wheels, 19” Cayenne turbo
wheels, 18” Cayenne wheels. Call Phil 313 912 6216 we
can discuss or phillip2@mindspring.com (11/09)
TIRES: Michelin Pilot Sport Cups: (2) 235-35-19 & (2) 26530-19 $150; Hoosier R6: (2) 265-35-19 $75; Hoosier R6
(4) 205-50-15 $400 (two brand new); Goodyear Eagle F1 (2)
225-35-19 & (2) 275-30-19 on after market rims 8.5” & 10”
$750. Contact Tom Krueger 313-570-2223 or thomasjkrueger@gmail.com (11/09)
Parting out a 1967 Porsche 912 – Cheap! 902 Transaxle,
4 corners of suspension and brakes (914 upgrade?), pair of
axle assemblies, generator and stand for 912 engine, rear
glass, IROC whale tail, gauges, wiper motor assembly, both
doors with glass and regulators, opening rear quarter windows, front fenders, hood, non-sunroof roof, and torque tube.
No engine or interior panels – Call for additional parts. Peter
Maehling, Cell 734-446-4327 (06/09)

To place your classified ad in The Bahn Stormer
please contact:
Mike O’Rear - mor734@att.net
(Put “Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line.)
or call Mike at 734-214-9993
Non-members will be charged $5.00/quarter.
Ads more than six months old may be removed
unless resubmitted.
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(Automotive Design -- Continued From Page 15)

alter testosterone levels. But, after driving the 911
Cabriolet, drivers experienced remarkable increases
in testosterone. Surprisingly, freeway driving raised
testosterone levels more than did city driving, despite the absence of Veblenesque bystanders. What
Saad and Vongas discovered is that, while driving a
Porsche certainly sends signals of conspicuous consumption to the world, a 911 literally makes a driver
more potent from a biological standpoint, whether or
not there are witnesses to your possession of the car.
A Porsche driver, science says, no matter where or
how they drive, have higher testosterone levels than
if they were stuck in a sedan. By driving a Porsche
they become more potent competitors in the game of
life, presumably upping their ability to continue to do
whatever they were doing to enable them to procure a
Porsche in the first place. One might argue that, rather
than costing more because marketers tell us they’re
worth it, Porsches are expensive because our genes
value them so highly. In so far as they give us a reproductive advantage, their value is an intrinsic quality,
not a social, Veblenesque construct.
And that is why my Taurus gave me that sinking feeling. Finally, here is scientific evidence that piloting a
fast, expensive sports car makes you strong like a
bull, while schlepping around in a crappy old sedan
makes you feel, well... small.
The future of automotive design
This research has a lot to say about where automotive design must go in the future. As a species, we’re
unlikely to forego fast cars in favor of lekking via public
transportation. And yet, to achieve a polar bearfriendly future, it’s clear that we’re going to transport
ourselves in ways that are more considerate of Mother
Earth and of our children’s children’s children (especially true if you drive a 911). But now that we know
that cool cars have a raison d’etre rooted in biology,
we can’t naively expect everyone to start lusting for a
cud-chewing Prius when what their genes really want
is a carnivorous Lamborghini. So what are automakers to do in a future where gasoline-powered cars as
we know them – loud, fast, and (literally) explosive –
will likely not exist?
In order to elicit the biological testosterone response
that now sits with legitimacy alongside the ego-driven
meaning of Veblen’s conspicuous consumption – and
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therefore sell eco-friendly cars – automotive designers must figure out how to make hybrid and electric
cars cool. Not just geek cool, but viscerally cool in an
authentic way that appeals to the folks who currently
buy Camaros and Cayennes.
Along the way, designers will have to answer some
challenging questions. For example, what’s the acoustic signature of an electric Porsche 911 designed for
successful lekking? And can its aural fingerprint still be
designed to raise the hairs on the back of one’s neck,
a la a 1973 911RS? Furthermore, can we program its
gaggle of digital brains so that it feels a little wicked
to drive, while ensuring it’s 100% safe for innocent
bystanders? Overall, how might the experience inside
of the car be designed to feel hot, hairy and fast, while
having the external reality of the car be clean, quiet,
and zero-impact? These are the key challenges for
future designers.
Big picture, automotive designers must come up with
substitute yet authentic driving experiences or risk
becoming irrelevant to our material culture. If this
challenge is not embraced, the car’s primacy in the
lekking ritual will go to other product categories, and
automakers will be trapped making appliances with
zero sex appeal and little, if any, power to command
they healthy margins they so sorely need. As another
part of the Saad and Vongas study suggested, men
may get a testosterone boost simply by being the guy
with the highest-tech mobile phone at a party. So happiness really could come from having a phone, rather
than a Porsche, in your pocket.
Might the iPhone be the New Porsche 911? When it
comes to balancing the future of humanity against the
mating success of the individual, getting that testosterone boost delivered with the lower carbon footprint of
a phone wouldn’t be such a bad thing.
But I’d miss the Porsche
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